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Security_·
Safe and Sound?
from occurring."

by Don Laub

Are you, Mr. and Ms.
Baruchian, safe in and around the
confines of our humble, hallowed
halls of higher education? Yes,
believes George J. Manning,
Director of Security. at Baruch,
despite the recent attempted rape
which took place during the
intersession.
There seems to be little fear
among most· students, despite
some of the unsavory characters
who sometimes habituate the
crossroads of 23rd Street and
Lexington Avenue.
Sara French, a Junior, when

r

.

...

...

'

Mr. Manning, who retired as a
Captain after 26 years of service
with the New York City Police
Department, pointed out that the
major problem of Security. at
Baruch is the many buildings and
the entrances and exits of these
buildings.
The task of keeping out intruders is a difficult one. "Unless
you have all exits monitored you
cannot arrest an intruder at the
first . instance," _ Mr. Manning
said: He added that the help of

~

'.

boundaries.encompass the Baruch
campus, replied, "There is none
that I know of. Crimes in the
surrounding area are few and far
between." However, Detective
Giannelli did not know of the
attempted rape that took place at
Baruch.
To patrol the many buildings
that make up Baruch, the security
force consists of about twent-y full
time security guards and about
twenty pan rime officers. The
bulk of the full time force is
supplied by the Johnson Security
Agency. . Safety . officers are

-:

,.

,.
r •

~

An' unguarded bridge

,

.;

-'

Security Guards:'
"l hardly ever see them, but lfeel safe."

.'

~

..

WHAT'S INSIDE

,
the
student
body,
faculty
and
Baruch
students
who
work
as
asked about Security at ..Baruch,
..
replied, "Lhardly ever see them. staff is important in keeping out their class schedule permits. .
z;
trespassers.
If
they
are
notified,
(security guards). But I feel safe.
.'
Security guards' duties include'
If l · needed one, though, I Security will' "investigate and
.
, wouldn't know how to go about eject the intruder. And as a. last . patrolling corridors, keeping out
resort, an arrest will be made." . intruders, prevention' of thefts
reaching them."
'.
:
and responding' to emergencies.
Pat Webb, a Senior, ec~oedWhen asked about the crime Safety officers have. the same
"I
Ms. French's sentiments.' "T'm problem at -Baruch and rin the duties but Mr. Manning stressed
not really fearful." Ms.' Webb immediate vicinity" Detective. that he did not want themgening
'~
added, "But maybe the school Giannelli, who is attached to the involved in situations where there
'f
stiouldbeclosed 'during the in-:-Community Affairs Division in is a potential for violence.
'. .'. . \
.... -: -- ... ~ ..... '-~ .. '~ - ...~. ~.
.~~~t~,~.~~.. ~.~~~~~.~¥ u~,~Y~~~~,~~b~,~.~,.~;.: .. ~-.~:~, .. ;~~~~~,~~~
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Distinguished professor- at-Baruch: DI". 'How-ard
b~'

Deborah Judkins
Often we Baruch students
question ourselves on the course
of life we have chosen. Mainly the
choice of going with. the inlenriolls" - -uf~ "beco-mi-hg-professionals. Questions come
one after another. Will I finish?
Will I find a job- after'
graduation?Will
all
this
sacrificing be worth it in the long
run?
Of course the effort will payoff
in the long run. But we are human
and are consequently subject to
human, characteristics, so we
question everything. In order to
give the questions a little less
impact, it would be inspiring to
hear from someone who. has
asked herself similiar .quesrions
and found the answers to most.
That . person IS. Dr. Juanita
Howard.
Presently Dr Howard is a full
time professor in the Dept. of
Sociology'{nd Ant hropology, as 81, and Steward Park High
well as Production Manager for
School, where one of her'
.
the soon
to
be
released classmates was Bernie Schwartz,
documentary film titled .. I also known as Tony Curtis. Prof.
Remember Harlem."
Howard also possesses a B.A.
She has always lived in New from Brooklyn College., . iVLA.
'York, although she was born from
Columbia's
Teachers
in Atlantic City, New Jersey. "I College, and a Ph.D from
am a product of the Public School Fordham University.
System," she says as she recounts
"I was a 'door-key' baby, and
that. she. .graduated .from
there was no way I could not
. . . J .H.S:,
- ,,"
t
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IceIandic's
.Big Bargain to Europe
Just Got Bigger. ~
And our great
bargain price is still
the same as before.
.i{~ ~~:' ,,~::~::::- .. Just $299 Vroundtrip
L
. ---.. . {;~:'·N:~
from Neui York to ux~~ ~~$.~"f:..1t~
•
~
~~~\:;"~:)1~::: embourg, ~ 149.::>0 one
},-~~~~,.' way. Price mcludes an .
..~~-';'J
excellent dinner. free wine
...
Y and cognac. No restrictions.
Tickets can be purchased
anvwhere in the U. S.A. and
~""""",,-are good for a
full year. DC-10
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.
There has
been one other
change at Icelandic. We have a
brand new svmbol andirave- added'
"Icelandair" to our name.
S2'~o::

.:~,~.

of shorthand. Don't try to take
down everything-keep to the
main points. Develop your' own
style of' abbreviating and con__Q.e n,~iJlgtb t: im...PQ r.t ant A~!a._Som e
people leave out vowels, for
instance, or use on-ry' the first
syllable, and omit articles and
obvious verbs. Common abbreviations and symbols found in
most dictionaries can often be of
great help.

----------------1I

NAME

'

ADDRESS

I
I
IL

CITY

I
I
_

.

'.

I

_

STATE'

.

.ZIP

AfII'..
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During Class Lecrtures:
Are You Note-Worthy? -, - .. -

Write rapidly in your own form

5

For more information see your travelagent. Or write Dept.
=#(:-396Icelandic Airlines. P.O. Boxl05. West Hempstead. NY
11552. Or call toll free. In New York Citv, 757-8585; in New
York State, (800) 442-5910; elsewhere. -(800) 223-5080.

-

The purpose of class notes is to
record the instructor's lesson in a
manner that will allow you to
r eview
and understand the
material a f't erwards. Your object ivc, therefore, is to outline the
main and supporting ideas and
facts so that they are clear and
understandable.

r

~~

•

-

from Publishers' Student Service
An' important factor in getting
good grades in college is your
ability to take clear,
wellorganized class notes. Listening
carefully to the instructor's
lecture and writing down the
important points. is the key to
s u c c e s s ful
n o t et a k i ng .
The
process of listening and writing at
the same time will also help you
understand.
A
few
basic
techniques can help.

IntroducingWide-Body DC-tO Service
to the Heart of Europe. 5299 Roundtrip.

~:.~,

think of going to school," states
Prof. Howard as she remembers
her Jr. High School davs. During
High School, she worked at
various part-time jobs. In fact,
she worked full-time while attending graduate school. pan-time

.

I
I
I
I

JI
_~_.~_T.ii

nights and summers. It only took Barbara Delfyeuev .a member of
the-Video Club.
, her five years as a -result (1969 to Vanguard.and
.
.
(.
'.
1974) to complete her Ph.D.
"Vanguard was organized' when
During those years of graduate
study and prior to coming to a group of her students held a voter
---'Baruchshe -held- positions'<of . registration drive inA925_10-_ help _.
social investigator, probation of- stimulate the student's interest in
ficer and attendance teacher. In their civic responsibitit ics;' " said
1968 she became a counselor in Prof. Howard. The club provided
the College Discovery Program at a plat form for Mayorial CanQueensboro '. College .and, sub- didate Percy Sui ton and Diane
sequently, a
counselor and Lacey to speak at Baruch in that
Assistant Director of Counselors same year.
in. the SEEK program, both at
Baruch College. She has also
Prof. Howard is. a founder of
taught Compensatory Education Phi· Epsilon Tau, a service
Labs in Sociology, Political organization which raises money
Science, and Black Studies, and.i..for senior citizens, sends needy
also taught a course in Media for children to' camp and raises
the Black and Hispanic Studies money for the youth division of
Program at Baruch.
the YMCA and other community
organizations.
Dr. Howard. is the .. faculty
advisor of Vanguard and the
. •'Gel, . your priorities in ,order,"
Video Club. "Yes, I enjoy. says Prof. Howard as she offers
working with young people, Llike this constructive advice; •• If
seeing them test themselves and you're not working but going to
develop their creative potential. school, then school is your job.
. It's a way 0 f learni ng to develop You want to improve yourself so
. leadership," Dr , Howard said, you. do the job right: Otherwise
when asked if she liked working you will be fired. In the case of
with young people. "Dr. Howard school, you will be debarred."
is always /willing to help," said
continued on page 6

Instructors' teaching methods
will differ. You'll have to be alert
to
each
one's style
and
organization. Often they start
each class with an overview or
outline and use it as a framework
for their lecture. This, of course,
is a good reason for being
punctual.
Outlines, diagrams or lists that
instructors' write on theboard are

usually .important , It is.a good
have enough room to record the
idea to record. these in. your
appropriate material underit,.
notebook, unless you know th~ A lined 8 Y2 x 11'" notebook is
the same material is already
recommended. On the front cover
covered in your textbook.
you can paste your work
Indenting and spacingwill help
schedule, as well as your name,
make your notes more readable.
address and phone number in case
Start a new line out to the left for
you ever misplace it. You can
an. important heading. Indent
keep all your class notes, and the
subheads under this and so on.
instructors handouts, in this one
Start a new page for each class,
book by tabbing sections for each
with the date and topic heading
course. You can also add or delete
the page. When a new major topic
notes or fresh paper as you need
or division is introduced, begin
to. Most students, by the way,
another new page so that you will
Cont. on page 11

7

MStUdYTiPS
., Do not hesitate to ask -an
instructor specific questions. For
example, does he hold you
responsible for
dates, names ,
.
places, erc.? These are legitimate
questions and most instructors
are quite willing and even pleased
to help a student if that student is
really trying. "
-Gary E. Brown
A

STUDENT'S GUIDE TO
ACADEMIC SURVIV AL
Harper & Row
"The principle of timely
reading is basic to successful
study. Timely reading means that
you read your textbook- assignments at the best possible timebefore you go to class to hear the
professor's lectures covering the
material. This will assure better
understanding of what the
professor says and, thus, will
insure that you take better notes
during his lectures."
. -William F. Brown
H.·HoltzIh~'

----

Wayne

.

A

GUIDE

TO

COLLEGE
SURVIVAL
Prentice-Hall
'"I f you are willing to improve
your desire to learn and 'your
study habits, you will at least
come to understand what
knowledge is; how difficult it is to
att ai n, how , much j.!}dystr.~-,-_,
thoroughness, precision, and
persistence it demands if you are
even to have a distant glimpse of
it."
-William H. Armstrong
STUDY IS HARD WORK
Harper & Row
"The more time you permit to
elapse between study and a test of
what you have learned, the less
you will remember it. In planning
your schedule, make time -for
studying each subject as close as
possible to the time its class
meets. "
~_. Eugene H. Ehrlich'
HOW TO STUDY BElTER'
.~ \'"

:·f~NPBEI~~P".F;~M§~
Thomas Y.· Crowell.Co.
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by Donald Lauh
.
.
.. The Baruch College Placement
Office recently sponsored two
demonstration ,.'.Job . interviews.
The first took place on January
3J, the, second on' February 15.
. Over 150 students attended' the
, demonstration interviews, which
lasted two hours each.
Art Jenks.. partner in charge of
national recruiting for Price

PiL.1i

LA~
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might as well do it by flipping a
coin, for, his chances of hiring a
capable. -employee would be just
as good, Mr. Jenks explained. He
summed It up in this way_· "A.
person with
3.8 has a half an .
hour to convince' me why .I' .
shouldn't beinterested and many
do. And a person with a 2.8 has a
half hour to convince me why I
should be interested, and many.

S,

5.

$

iSLLLE.;;

•

go to extremes, he advised.
A question was asked by a
student about the. pre-screening of
resumes. Both Mr. Jenks and Bill
Mcl.oughlin, Associate Director
of the Placement Office,' said they
would like to provide everyone
with an interview ~ but it is impossible due to the number of
students majoring in Accounting..
And it is aot only at Baruch that

.• , .

, • 2 t ..i.

.---.

tB ~
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TheNew Constitution

."""

to Lynn, "The need for a new
by Amit Govil
constitution was absolute; last
hi the recent college-wide .year, with the old constitution, I
elections, . day session· students
could have acted.as an absolute
approved a referendum calling
dictator and I could have initiated
for a new constitution 'by a
various undemocratic actions, as
vote of 656 .for and 513
they would have beenperrnissible ,
against; to govern· the" student under the constitution."
~
government. However, the new
Hank Testa.. president of
- -_.- .. ... - -constitutioR, ··,although---'already - . student-..government from 1976-- - approved, will' not be effective 1977,. clarifying his record,
until (he fall 1979 semester.
remarked, "I never misused any
The need for the new con- power; you can misuse any power
.,
do. "
. pre-screening occurs. Mr. Jenks
Waterhouse, conducted the first.
stitution, according to the newly, but is it a misuse when you do not
Involvement in activities on pointed
out
that
Price
He questioned Ijaz Ahmed, an
elected president of student
use.the power that is allocated to
campus is important to recruiters, . Waterhouse pre-screens at the
Accounting major who IS
government, Charles Stuto, is you," he continues by saying,
according to Mr. Jenks. It gives a University of Illinois and the'
graduating in June.
urgent because it provides for "a "the current constitution needs to
potential ,employer an indication University of California at . better system of . checks and
. The interview lasted just under
be' changed in many ways but this
, \
as to' how mucha person is going Berkely, two schools with top
thirty minutes. After. the inbalances." "Unlike the current
new constitution is not the an.~
to get involved in his job.
notch Accounting programs.
terview, Mr. Jenks analyzed Mr.
constitution which grants .the swer. " It must be noted, however,
Mr. Jenks-urged thegroup of
Mr. Mcl.oughlin " said the
Ahmed's resume and intervies,
president the absolute power to
under Hank's administration an
students, who attended despite number of students who showed
.adding, various observations and
represent the assembly whenever effort to draft a new constitution
having the day off from school, up during the intersession showed
. suggestions pertaining to all. H~
and wherever necessary," argues was made but .the proposed new
then answered questions..
"to spend some time being in- "how - important jobs are to
Charles, "the' new constitution constitution was so similar to the
trospective.."
He
relayed
several
.
people."
He
added
that
the
group
Mr. Jenks. spent considerable
eliminates the absolute power of current one that it was buried and
poignant
stories
.
of
asking
that
attended
the
demonstration
time on the .place of grades in a
thepresident ."
never brought up for a vote in the
students
in
interviews,
"Why
did
interv
iew
showed
that
they
had
an
resume. He said there is no set
The constitution' ,which assembly.
you choose to major in Ac- "enthusiasm about getting jobs."
rule on putting your grade point
currently . governs the student
In contrast, Chris Niles:
counting?" and having the
The second demonstration
average on the resume. He
govt.; . Charles insists, "breeds student government president
st-udent reply," I don't know."
interview was given by Lloyd
stressed that grades are "an
corruption," he adds, "it may be from 1975-1976 contends, "there
;
As for dress and speech during Dalzell, Vice-President of Perindicator, not an absolute." If an
used corruptly if a corrupt ad-. is nothing wrong with the current
:
j
an interview, Mr. Jenks revealed.' sonnel at Macv's. He interviewed
interviewer were to hire a person
ministration is in power, meaning constitution, the only problem is
.,. .-solely on the basis of grades, he nothing new. There is no 'need to Angela Carulli.
that if everyone was a moral that it is not student oriented and
,; j
person, the constitutiea would if it was up to me, I wouldn't
A
d','
not be bad, but since we do- not change the entire constitution, I
live in such a utopian society, the would only- alter certain parts to
constitution
needs
to
be respond, to student's needs."
j:
,replaced. "
Would those certain parts include
Nonetheless,
the
curr ent abolishing the clause' permitting
constitution has been in existence the president- to represent the'
,
3 . ·Class· of
'49 Scholarship appropriatedepartments.
Applications
are
aval'1a bl'e
..
for the last four years spanning entire assembly and to make a
. the F
' · ' 1 'A'd
. ..
. .' . . Award
'. d -, . .' . -,'
10
manCla
1 OffiI c e ISS'
, . . - Fund
....
..'
,
T1...
.
four
administrations. Last year's decis'ion' 00' behalf-of it'? To this
· st ·24··h
-. R oom
·205'':'- .•- "- .-· .
-, .An'.
'·aisr"'-d-t~,::a·';'~~-"
-senior '-~ "
HI.e. a~arl'Sg~.eft.to
one or more.
t S treet
""cu
'"
.5-'--~'''''''''~.... ' ,
_,
Ea
president. of day-session student . Chris replies. UNo, this<.:clause
is
.,
'. ' .. ..
whoplan5'1lJ do graduate work at students per year.
.'
government, : Ly~~ .~.(.S;kt; ~ t.t,..Il:~, ~J::n~·~t~~ for, emergency .use;
1. Baruch Colleg~' Alumni. an "accredited 'college
or
7.· Rob~";C. J.J.'e~verjnc~n.(ive
, a~!~L,~~l?2!"':..er-.£L!~~:. !l~~,~~:~,.. ;:~Qgl~i.m..~ ._,.X~l;I,.,. £~P.~L,:B~t,,~,!Il~: ..... ~_ .. _.
AssociationSchoi'arships. .,....,~ , '.". ".·..-.-...-ersit
..y' '.,,----.."" ,
·S···h·,"
, '··'h-. ~ ,.,.. .
C o,ars
Ip ..-.....-.. sdnuion; iri,'.:ract)t was her drive . assembly . together in time .for.
Several annual scholarships .of . Selection ofRecipients
annual award to an out-:
to push the new constitution that important matters and if the
not m~re th~n $400 each to Candidates for the award are standing senior who plans to enter
answers for its success. According
graduating semors at Baruch Col- selected on the basis of government service, for study in a
Cont. p. 6
lege who plan to~ do graduate scholarship and extracurricular graduate program.
work .at an accredited college or activities. Financial need and Selection of Recipients
university,
letters of recommendation may Candidates for this award are
Selection of Recipients
also be considered.
solicited from the Departments of
'.
,
Candidates for these awards a~e A ward
Economics, Statistics. Political
selected on the basis of their
One annual
award.
Science.
and
Public
Ad.
academic achievement, extracur4. Dean of Students Grant and ministration.
ricular activities and relative
Loan Fund Scholarship
'A ward
need. There are no restrictions as
An award given to a student One $500 award.
to the major course that the studuring his/her junior year.
dent is pursuing.
Selection of Recipients
8. Irvin-g Weinstein Trust
A ward
Candidates for this award are Fund Scholarship
Six awards of $400 each.
selected on the basis of academic Awarded annually to one or more
-'
achievement and relative need.
worthy
undergraduates
or
.'- ~
2. Becker Family Scholarships
Award
graduates majoring in AcFour annual scholarships. Three
nOne $300 award.
counting, Taxation, or Business
.
to
full-time
undergraduate
Administration.
Adv.
juniors, one from each of the
5. New' York Bank for Savings Selection of Recipients
schools (Business and Public Ad- Scholarship
Candidates for this award are
ministration: Liberal A.rts and Annual cash awards, aggregating
f
'
solicited from' the Department 0
$1200 inaH, to 'one or more deser- Accounting and other appropriate
·
Sc lences;
.
an d , Educatl'on) , who
have completed at least 24 credits
ving undergraduates 'majoring in
.
department-so
at Baruch College.· The fourth
Bankirig and Finance.
A ward
-.... -~ ---~-aw-aro--is-to.-a-Julhtime.graduate -..-Se1e.cJ!-0n.n.tRecipj~..__ ~---- ~-- The awarals- Ivenf6-6ne ofriic)re-student in the School
Business
CandIdates for thIS award are__ - d
g.
. . .
E ' ". stu ents per year.
-.
and Public Administration who
solICIted from the
conomlcs'
-<. l
'1
,
&
" S
has completed at least 24 credits
Department.
9. Sam ue I and I r vi n g
of graduate work.
A ward
Weinstein Scholarship Fund
Selection of Recipients
-The award may be made to one or At least one scholarship, given
The primary criterion for these more students.
annually to a needy and worthy
. ,,
"
. awards is academic excellence. In
·6. The David Picker Award
undergraduate
or graduate
situations where this· cannot be One or more scholarships given student majoring' in' Accounting'
the sole determining factor', the 'annually to . deserving un-or Taxation at· 'Baruch College to
Committee may request materials dergraduate and/or graduate· assist 10 meeting educational
pertaining to finanCial' need' and students~ who' are. - pursuing costs.
/
letters of recommendation from studies .at Baruch ,College in the Selection of Recipients
teaching faculty. Candidates are field ,of public administration Candidates for this. award are
solicited from the respective . and/or business administration. • solicited from the Department of .
.
school deans and department . Selection of Recipients
Acc~unting.
chairmen.
Candidates for this award are A ward
A ward· '. ,
.
..
,.
solicited from the Departmerit of The award is given to one or r:n o re
.........
-" rUUrAWiS'I'
~~.i.~d'-·j6~t
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FIN-ECO FORUM
PROUDLY PRESENTS
Mr. Joe Turchin, Asst. V.P.
, E.F. HUTTON
Topic: The Mechanics a/Block Trading
and its Employment Opportunities
Time: 12-2:00 P.M.
Date: March 1, 1979
Place: Rm. 638 26th St. Bldg.
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SOCIETY
MARCH 8,1979 - Thurs.
Ed Rodgers 12:00
V.P. PERSONNEL
_N.W.. Ayer Ad Agency
26th St. - Room 826
Job Seeking
.Resume Preparation in ADV.
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Vanguard, African Students Association
& West Indian 'Cultured Club
. Present
· An Art Ga]leryon Black HistorY.Week.
Monday February 26-March 2
In the Lobby of the 24th,Street 'Building
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"Every day of the week,
there's somebody who needs
your type of blood.
"But the thing about blood
is: it doesntkeep verylong..
Which means we've got to
keep the supply coming constantly. Donors are needed
every day.
".. Sorry to say, there are
never enough donors .
.... In fact, five people out of
every 100' are doing the whole

job. That's right, five percent
. of the people give 100 percent
of the blood that's donated.
. . If you're between 17 and
66 . and zencrallv healthy. vou
can help change all that. And
your one blood donation can
hel p up tofive people to live.
.... Call your Red Cross Blood
Center and make a donor
appointment soon. It's one way
you can help keep Red 'Cross
ready ... to help others."
'-
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KrepRed Cross ready
AMERICAN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. ARC-79-938[A]-4 COL.
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The ManageDlent-Society

Attention-Vete-rans·
'jg

by Don Laub· ",

Cornmittee.Jn Congress believed
by Kedrick E. Malone
that Vietnam vets have' no
Greetings.Tellow veterans! The 'problems as they never complain
The Management Society is off
Baruch College 'Veteran~ to him.
and running again! Having
Association (BCVA) held its first
"Tom Dipasqua volunteered to-~ sported one of the largest student
meeting ofthe Spring Semester-on search for the names .and admernberships(210) of any club on
February 15~ Were you there? dresses of tile pertinent people, in _. !=a.I1JPU~ last semester• .this year's..
, Win you. ~oe' the're "neX'Ctiirie?-r"Cifriir-ess~''Rob" Je~a-ria
club has already jumped ahead of
. h o p e s o . - volunteered to compose a form
its' record-setting pace. At its
We ,discussed the' Vietnam letter. 'BCVA president. Louis
traditional Membership Brunch
Veterans Act that ,is now pending Lopez agreed to have a mailing,
where well over . one hundred
. before Congress, We not 'only sending this information directly
students attended, one hundred
discussed different aspects of the to the veterans attending Baruch,
new members were signed up.
bill, (also outlined In the lastissue ' You will berece'iving this inThis IS almost dauble last
of The Ticker) but we also formation in the mail shortly.
' sernesrers
'Brunchsign-ut>
decided to do something about it!
We ask that as many of you
membership of sixty.
We agreed-to write to' various Baruch College veterans-who can
-The crowd, consisnng of
Senators and Congressmen to attend our. next Association
. Management faculty, students
. show our support for this bill. -meeting attend. It will be on
and other guests who dropped by
,This is extremely important as. March 1, at 12: 15 (which is during
seemed to enjoy the social event
.many people in, Congress are club hours) Room 1701,360 PAS.
that has become traditional with
Management Society with newest members
unaware of the probiems faced by See you then!
the
Management
Society.
Many
Vietnam era veterans.' Bob
And remember what Henry
welcomed the:opportunity to meet
Georgia, Veterans.Coordinator at David Thoreau once said;" . . .
the :;ocie~~ new officers, faculty' promises "bi~er and better" will be conducted. All students
Baruchv told us that Ray Roberts, what 'is once well done is done
members and other students .. things for this semester . Along are welcomed and urged to attend
head of . the Veterans Affairs .forever.'
with Vice-President Kedr ick and get some "valuable" inDealt of Students, Jay Finkleman
Malone, Secretary Beville Alleyne .' formation. Also at this time those
was especially pleased "to see
such a· large and interested· and Treasurer Nick Alessio; the who' have not already signed up
, gathering at. an academic event." , . club has planned a well balanced' 'will have the opportunity to 'do'
and "interesting schedule for this so. If not, you can always drop by
ALL INVITED
IThe Society's Faculty Advisor
semester.
the club's office in the Student
Prof.' A.L. Booke was' also
Center
in Room', 301-B or just
. "pleased at the turnout." .
Student Center Program Board
The club's next scheduled event come by and say hello. We are all.
Club President June Alexis,
isto be held Thursday March 1 at friendly and will be glad 'to speak.
presents
who seemed to be in full control
Ii noon in Room 1863 of 360 with you. You don't even have to
"The Use and
Misuse
of
Drugs"
at the meeting, was "very
P .A~S. At this, time a Resume be' ~,Management major.
. ....
Writing-Interviewing "Workshop Everyone is always welcome.
pleased" at the turnout and
,,,'wit~. speakers
,
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11:00·'

by Miles A.. Hintzen

On the 8th of this month, just
three days after the beginning of
the new semester, the Helpline
organization at Baruch held a
General Meeting in the Globus
Lounge of the 26th street building. This meeting was wellattended by approximatelyninety
per cent of the total student
volunteers who run the "line,"
and the participants were addressed by Co-Director-. Jim Perrone.
The purposes of this meeting'
were to review for members some
of the suggestions proposed by
the several committees which
function under Helpline and to

WEIGHT ROOMS
'Sixth Floor - 23 St. Bldg.
A new Women's weight facility opened in the Fall of 1978
MONDAY "
2:00 - 4:45
TUESDAY
12:00 .; 4:45
WEDNESDAY
2:00 - 4:45 ..
THURSDAY
12:00 - 4:45
FRIDAY
II :00 - 4:45

.~

POOL
Basement - 23 St. Building
MONDA Y
1:00 - 4:30
TUESDA y
3:00 - 4:45
WEDNESDA Y
"2:00 - 4:30
THURSDAY
12:00 - 4:45
FRI DA Y
1:00 - 4:00

~-

discuss plans for the new
semester.
As Jim pointed out, one of the
most important successes of the
H'elpline committees was the
formation of a club, the "Foreign
Students Club" which has
received its charter from the
student Gover-nment.. This club,
as the name suggests, will focus
mainly on the problems. and
conditions which these students
experience. Much credit for its
formation must be given to Oscar
Alvarez who headed the Helpline
Committee dealing with Foreign
Students.
_. The General Meeting, as
mentioned earlier, also outlined
the policies and plans of this

student volunteer service for 'rhe
ensuing weeks ahtCid.Members
evaluated their performance
during the last semester and
discussed various ways of improving the services of Helpline
and in providing a better output
to Baruch students.
As one committee leader told
me after the meeting: "We know
that the line is run" on a 'voluntary' basis but this does not in any
way detract from our dedication
and serious commitment to
improving the quality of our
services."
Good luck, Helpline! Keep the
good work up. I'm sure the entire
Baruch community appreciates
your services.
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Computers: Careers and Hobbies

GYMNASIUM
Sixth Floor - 23 St. Building
THURSDAY
11:00 - 3:00

\~

e"

Baruch College and the New
York Amateur Computer Club
will sponsor an exhibition entitled:

ARMORY TENNIS
Lexington Ave. between 25 St. & '~6 St.
MONDAY
1:00 - 3:00
TUESDAY
1:00 - 3:00
THURSDAY
11:00 .: 3:00
FRIDAY
.'1:00 - 3:00
Proper Gym attire (Sneakers, T-Shirts, Shorts, Sweat Suits, Bathing
Suits etc.) must be worn at all times when using the- Recreational
Facilities. Lockers may be P'btained from Ralph Sirianni on the 7th
Floor of the '2J St. Bldg. Appointments for Tennis "must be made in .
person inRoom 610A of the',~3 S1. Bldg. Any' further information
may be obtained by "calling Bonnie, Oberman or Tom Cracovia,
'Recreation and Intramural
.. . Coordinators at 725:-7197.
"
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COMPUTERS:
CAREERS AND HOBBIES
Sunday May 6th, 1979 from
, 11 ooam-7°o pm at BaruchCollege

THE FOREIGN TRADE SOCIETY
Presents, PRO'FESSOR JAMES MICHAEL
-' '. Speaking "
on·,
'
.
'~~D()ingBusinessin the Middle East"
'Room 829, 26th ~St.' Building
Thursday, Marchl , 1979 at 12:30 pm
Refreshments will be.served
, ",~vmOne_"isillvite.t!.·
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at 17 Lexington Ave. NYC;
Some of the topics to be explored are: Computers. for the
Handicapped, Micro Computers
in Business, personalComputing,
Computer Music
and
Speech synthesis.
.Job placement recruiters, along
with representatives from all
,areas of the EDP industry are also
scheduled for this .aftemoon of
"-CeMPUTERS:
' CAREERS
.'
-,
n
.AND HOBBIES •
9Graphics

: The, lectures" discussions ,
refreshments- and entertainment,
including animated films" and, '
, laser' light show, are all' included
. in ~,gener~l, a~mission. fee ~of
S2~OO, st.OO,·withstwleat: 1.0...'
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Cont. from p. 3 ,

those '.'who have not attained the o p p o r t u n i t re s
but
this
decision has to be made, the age of 28," ~hall' be eligible requirement penalizes you for
president should be able to make for the office of president. being old and reduces opportunity
it; true it can be misused."
However, a quick review ~f recent because I don't see why I should
Some- of the important points' history indicates that with t.he not be able to run for the,
of the new constitution are as exception of Lynn Bursky the past presidency; after all, I do have to
follows:
few presidents have been well be voted in and if the students feel
1. In order to ,. insure greater above the new age limit. Trying to that I cannot represent their
student involvement
in the explain the necessity for this interests then they do not have to
.
process of student government, clause.Lynn points out, "the past vote for me, but I should have.the
the new constitution allows for, presidenfs, with the exception of right to run. "
Another standard for student
student input by prescribing a, myself, who have been well above
mechanism
for
mandating age 30. have not represented the, government representatives that
monthly forums and a mechanism general population' of Baruch [he .constiturion establishes is the
by which an individual or group . College adequately," she con- 2.5 grade point average
of students can introduce tinues by explaining. ·'the requirement. The grade point
is the
ultimate average requirement has been
legislation or resolutions," In- president
forms a flier put out by the representative .of the entire raised from 2.0 to 2.5 in the new
student body and the average' age constitution. The rationale behind
writers of the constitution.
, of students at Baruch is less than this move according to Lynn
2. A legislative branch, the
28; thus a president of the same Bursky is, "last semester over 10 Cont. from p. 1
" student council. which is to
age as-his or her constituency that positions were vacant on the
.review and approve resolutions or
How experienced are the of the agency. was not available
he or she represents can serve Assembly because those members
legislation submitted to it. (This
security guards at Baruch? Mr. .for comment.) -This 'security
their interests better than one who were on probation. How are
body will not be chaired by the
Manning said that '''all .are· guard feels, that "the Security
is older and who differs in social council members supposed to
President). The student council is
supposed to be' experienced in Department needs to be imand academic interests." It must' represent students or fight for
designed to deal with all policies,
basic security measures." When proved. This can : be acbe clarified that students of age 28 students on such issues as
issues, situations. and regulations
they come to Baruch they .are complished, he says, by adding
or older may run for any elected probation when they are on
relevant and of interest to all day
given particular pointers about more personnel, including more
office except for the presidency.
probation themselves?"
session students.
working at a college campus.
females. (There are now only two
A 29' year old day session
A key element lacking in the
However,
one
security
guard
employed.) Also t he nored.. if
J. Maintains an Executive Branch student sees the' new age constitution is a mechanism to
said
.that
no
experience
at
all
was
Baruch employed its own security
headed by the president. The requirement as, totally "absurd fund clubs. The constitution' does
required to work at the Johnson force, and did not rely on an
president is to report to the and illegal," he points out, "if have provision for a Finance
Security Agency. (Dorothy C. agency, the security picture at
council every two weeks, suggest this is democracy, everyone
Johnson, the owner and operator' Baruch might improve. He added
Cont , on p. 11
legislation at that time, and should have equal righ ts and
that he, as most of the other
discuss the D.S.S.G.'s state of
.security guards at Baruch, makes'
affairs. "Presently, there is no
, only . $2.~ per hour, the
. mechanism which gears' the .
minimum wage. He feels his
president toward responsible
have a look around. The Center is
on the campus for this purpose: services are worth more.
representation; . presently that by April Dunleavy
fairly
new; the organization itself At the present time,·. The
_ Concerning the attempted rape
depends, .on . an individual.?". .. -As .yo~ hustle. down Park
is"
not
yet
two
years
old,
and
Women's Center has applied for a in the Women's Lockerc,Roo~at.
comments Lynne Bursky.
Avenue South on your way from
. .~ . . .
. 360 'to the 23i-d Street building, . they've changed location since federal' grant under: Title III to~the 23rd"Street Build~ng9' -Mr~
4. It sets ,up.a Judicial Branch, the
' ,
ssed
b ildi
hstudy the situation. If the study ,Manningrnentioned that steps are
. b d
you ve passe a U1 109 on t e last year.
Baruch Student Senate. This 0 Y
f 24 h S
h h
reveals. that Baruch needs a Day, being taken to prevent this from
•
o.
corner 0
t
treet t at ouses
What type of .people .come
IS to receive grievances based on ' .
.
h,
id .
f" ,h'
Care . Center, it does' not' happeri~rig'·agaili. An'
.
.
.f
h
an oaSIS In t e mI st 0 t e
h C
I '
h 20th there? Some are people looking to
Violations 0 any provrsion In t e
necessarily insure they will be able system is being set up in the locker .
.
d
..
Baruc
am pus. t s on t e
d ay seSSIOn
improve their situation in life.
stu ent constitution.
f'315 P k A'
S
h
to start it.
r~m. Also, Campus Planning
. . any eIecte.
- d floor 0
ar
venue out ,
It .
IS .
aimed to punish
Some ace people looking for
has suggested that a corridor be
'ffi
f
.
.
hi
h
In q quiet corner room. The walls
o icer ibili rgnormg IS or er
are decorated with' colorful answers. People looking for
There are other projects that 'built to the gym that will allow
responsi ity.
information on birtb-control,
the center is working on. But the direct access, eliminating the need
posters-and several plants occupy
prenatal care, abortion, or just
S. A Designated Secretary. The the top of a bookcase. There's a
center needs people to participate to walk through a deserted locker
someone to talk to. People who
constitution provides for the comfortable couch, several
in programs and volunteer their room.
would like to see a Day Care
position of an official. secretary to chairs, and a relaxed atmosphere.
Cont , on p. 11
Center for children of students
be elected by the students. "Up The people there smile often and
started and who are fighting for
until now, there was never a
it's a nice place to sit and talk or
one . now. Interesting people,
formal system of takjng minutes
just relax. No. it's not a new bar.
intelligent people, caring people.
of assembly. meetings or record1t's the Baruch Women's Center..
People from both, the Li beral Arts
keeping, "which is very imPlease don't let the name
school and the Business school.
portant;" points out Lynn.
mislead you, men are welcome
You don't have to be an ardent
Although the constitution has
too. Darlene Bever and Berfeminist to feel comfortable
many constructive points, it is
n ad e t t e
Lynch
are
Cothere. In the time I spent there
not devoid of controversy. One
Coordinators of the Center, and
talking with people, I never heard
of the more controversial points
they invite anyone who would like
a word about the E.R-.A. They
by Darleen Bever
is the mandatory age limit. Only
to come by to please stop in and
spoke of getting jobs, learning to
Dr. Debra Popkin, eleven year advantage of immediate feedback
handle
responsibility,
and
veteran of the Modern Language about the proficiency of your
learning to take orders-and give
Dept.. a~ Baruch, has brought a studies.
them, too. They also spoke of
(nearly) painless' way to learn
The method works like this:
topics that are the concern of all
French to Baruch classrooms.
The main class is conducted by
people preparing to go out and
With the help of a grant from the master teacher (Dr. Popkin).
find a job.
the EXXON Education Foun- -, Vocabulary and grammar are
----((ation, Dr. Popkin has instituted explained and students. are given
Coot. from p, 2
alone. "
The Center is. involved with
the
Dartmouth
Intensive repetitive speaking exercises. Dr.
In closing, she suggests that
So you see your life is not as many projects, One in particular
Language Model of instruction in. Popkin develops close working
each of us sit down and take stock
complicated as you thought. The is getting the Day Care Center
her French 1001 & 1002 classes. relationships with her students by
of what we arehere for. and what
questions you ask yourself will be started. Many women over the
This method of teaching promises establishing eye contact during
it is going to take for us to get out
answered in time if you are sure . age of 24 who attend Baruch have
students enjoyable French lessons each exercise and responding to
successfully. She stressed that if
that this is the life you want .Who children. It is very difficult to go
and fluency in that language after each student's attempt to speak.
your main objective in school is to
knows, 'm'aybe by the time you to college and find a babysitter to
only one year of study.
Approval or displeasure is
meet people and hang out, then
finally reach that spot in life you watch the children or find a local
By registering for ~ a special displayed wir!- good-natured
don't bother to register. She also' have. been working so hard for, Day Care Center that's easily
section of French and an ac- theatricality
students are
suggested' that if you're having
you will have a number of other accessible
and
affordable.
companying workshop, a student motivated -to do well but are not
trouble with your' school work , , experiences to add to your per- Because of this problem,' m.any
commits himself to eight devastated if they make an error.
then
'utilize
the
tutoring. .sonal resume? The one thing we mothers "drop out" at alarming
classroom hours- of study per One student will be called upon.to "
programs, see your Seek coun- ~n all agree on is that Baruch rates, and never return. Federal
week, This may sound dreadful correct anotherts mistake. The
selor, 'or curricular guidance
College has taught .us that regulations make it very hard to' but the extra hours of classroom pace of the class ifvery lively and·
counselor; or find a group of
"Anything you want, you can get funding. For instance, there
study for this 4 credit course saves no one knows who will, be called
other students to study with.
have if you're willing to work for must be an outside play yard for
countless hours of solitary upon next, so everyone IS
it. .. Why else are we here?
Don'l just
th~re and try 10 do il
the children. No area is available
homework ~ without the
,

Security
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Women Voices: A Growing Force _
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-French
Without Homework

Dr. Howard
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Editorial
Dear Sirs:
I was not surprised to read
about the attempted rape which
occurred at Baruch last term. In
fact this is the second such incident which has occurred·· at
Baruch within the past three
; ...
years.
Rape is not the only crime
which occurs within our : four
. buildings. Lockers, which are
assigned for phys edclasses, and
are : located on the sixth and
seventh floors, are broken into
regularly. This has happened to
Since, Mr. Wolff has agreed to abide by the decision of the
me, where .rny locker. was broken
committee, the first step towards finding a solution has been taken
into and robbed last term. I don't
by Mr. Wolff and Mr. Barandiaran. Now, student-government,
feel enough is being done;
with it's student leader, the Dean of Student's office and the
For starters guards should be
newspapers should work together towards forming this committee.
placed throughout each building
The Ticker will inform students of the events concerning the
and inspect student's l.0. cards.
committee.
This such practice is done at Pace
We are sure that .Charlie .Stuto will offer student' government's
University and it keeps. that,
resources and backing to aid this committee. Also, we are sure that
school relatively free from robthe Dean's office will be happy to offer its' help. We can not see any
beries and rape.
reason for anyone, especially students, to oppose thisproposaI.
I also call on all members of the
student government to act with
the administration and work out
suggestions and options which.
DEEP FREEZE
might curb these problems. ..'
Finally. all Baruch students
'There can be no acceptable explanation of how 4 North, located
should take an active part on
in the 23rd Street building, is virtually as cold as the weather outside. It is an affront to Baruch students that they are expected to . keeping an eye out for. trouble.
Anything that might- look
learn in a sub-freezing lecture hall.
suspicious shouldbe reported .to
We ate not going to belabor this intolerable situation, Suffice it to
the office of security.We must
say that students deserve an environment that is. conducive to
.
remember that any steptaken
education. It is of no consequence whether the fault lies with
be astep in the rightdirection to
Campus Planning or some other arm 9f t~eBaruch administration.
insure safety for the students: and
Quite simply the situation must be-remedied.
administration of Baruch College..
Sincerelyyours, .

We. the editorial staff of TICKER, would like to take this opportunity to clarify the intentions of the editorial that appeared in
the February 12th edition of the TICKER. It has been brought to
our attention that the editorial may have been misconstrued asa personal attack on the DSSG president, Charles Stuto. It is unfortunate
that the intention of the editorial was misinterpreted by some. The
. intention of the editorial was merely to make clear to Mr. Stuto the
enormous responsibility he has taken upon himself.

As dedicated journalists, the TICKER staff prides itself on its
journalistic integrity, and promises to maintain that integrity. In addition, the TICKER will do its utmost to fulfill its responsibility to
inform and to be the voice of all Baruch students. It is our sincere
hope that Mr. Stuto, as well as all the other newly elected
representatives will remember their obligation to serve all students
at Baruch.

Proposed Arbttratton Committee
As we progress further into the semester, we are reminded of
Tasty Vend cafeterias' overpriced food. To refresh your memory
even more, during the student government elections, all of the
presidential candidates supported and recognized that some type of
.change was needed; however nothing has been done by the present
student government to offer a remedy for the situation.
There are many possible solutions to this problem. The proposal
offered by Walter Barandiaran in his platform, calling for an
ARBITRATION COMMITTEE, is the best resolution at this time
to produce an answer.
We are presenting W. Barandiaran's proposal from our Dec. 21,
1978 issue:
I have initiated a proposal whereby an ARBITRATION
COMMITTEE consisting of five (5) people (3 students, 1
Accounting Professor, I Marketing Professor) will be
allowed, as agreed by Mr. Bernard Wolff, Owner and
Manager of the Cafeterias (4), to check his accounting books,
in addition to his Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, and
Receipts, to determine the exact picture of the fin¥cial
operations of the Cafeterias. On the basis of its findings, the.
Committee will arrive to a decision. and make recommendations as to how. much the food prices should be
lowered~Mr. Wolff and I have agreed to abide by their
decision. We will call this the BINDING ARBITRATION
CONTRACT between the Cafeterias and Baruch's Students.
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The Crimes of Tuition Increase
by Leo'Benjamin

From Albany" and New York
. City Hall come new dangers, new
frights and new staggering threats
to the life of CUNY. The latest
assault is the infliction of a one
r

hundred dollar tuition Tncrease
for every student in our university
. community. The swaggering poli. tical bullies and brutes in both city strongholds overturn and even
trample down all the rules in their
misguided zeal to harm:

.The Experience
.

,

.

"Open Admission'
Recently. there has been a
noticeable increase in the ranks of
opponents to open admissions.
Seemingly, college professors,
coll-eg-e st uden ts, and yes,
employers of college graduates
are questioning "the continued
desireability of permitting any
student who has graduated from
high school 10 attend college if he
or she desires.
The respective colleges .of the
City University system implemented an open admissions policy
as a direct response to the unrest
of the 1960's~ For the most part, a
large segment of minority students were excluded from gaining
admission to C~U.N.Y. solely
because of their race.. Open ad-

Under the law only the. Board
of Higher.Educationc an raise tuiiion in CUNY ~ Yet, Governor
Hugh L. Carey's Budget Director
Howard Miller, has been delegated the responsibility of brandishing his budget slashing knife.
Mr. Miller with blustering bellowed threats 'seeks to coerce the
Board to increase tuition in the
senior colleges by trimming down
their budgets so that the loss can
be made up only by the income
from higher tuition.
Governor Hugh L. Carey, in
his first grand exultation of reelection triumph, had menaced
. Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee with
dismissal, "replacing him with
some undesireable, some dancing·
dollout of his entourage. CUNY
must be nothing but a d.omain of

that accepts a ninth grade reading
level from a twelfth grade student. Since there is enough blame
to go around, it should be suggesred t har parents ··begin to
assume their responsibility.
Parents must take the initiative
for
their children's
initial educa.
.
tion. To use a trite. phrase
'parents must get involved.' It is
inconceiveablerhat a 'parent can
live with a child for twelve years
by Kenneth S. Ross
and not be able to determine if _
that child is growing intellectualOm.' starry night, a young man
Iy. Simply appraising thechild's
report card and seeing thatfhe talking with Abraham Lincoln
categorically stated, "There is no
child. has been promoted is not
God." Lincoln replied, "Son, if
enough. Parents have the responyou look down at this dirt and
siblity to go over their children's
dust I might understand how you
homework assignments with their
could think such a thing, but if
you'll lift your eyes and gaze at
.the stars .in the heavens tonight,
_.
i

, puppets or slaves, carpet walkers
of the high and mighty. We saw
this ridiculous little Caesar, •
iluffed up by his victory, reaching
out for more power. Let him not'
prevail in is overbearing lust for
authority, that destroyer-despot
of Albany, supported by his
cheap minions. Let Albany be
warned! Bloody, crude, scheming
Albany, beware! Awaywith your
poison touch! Darken our doors
no more with your ugly influence!
Avaunt from our midst, from our
dear home, pernicious plaguebearers of Albany! Hands off our
senior colleges! They stand forever inviolate!
Let us fight the one. hundred
--dollar tuition increase, a mighty·
phalanx of dedicated soldiery.
Shoulder to shoulder we stand,

b.locking the .one hundred dollar'
increase, an ·irresis.tible bulwark
of hearts and hands. Let there be
n~ compromise, no bargaining
with the enemy, no yielding on the
one hundred dollar tuition increase. The enemy's honeyed talk,
his infernal wheedling words
should not.beguile us. His threats
should not make us cringe before
him. His power is ·an illusion, a
passing show. We fight the onrush of dark age repression.i of-.
ficial browbeating, the tyranny of
penny pinching and miserliness.
We fight for the dawn of a new
age of enlightenment and culture
and refinement
and blessings
,
.
without number for the people.

;,
<Y

.

Statlsticsfor Atheists

-'~~.,;",'"

youcannot ." , '•. _ :

speed of 186,OOO-·miles. per second do you think? .
or 6 trillion· miles a . year.
This gargantuan creation
Travelling at that incredible saturated with order didn't just
speed, it would take literally pop out of nothing. God designed
. billions of light-years to span the it so that when men viewed it they
cosmos and reach them. Beyond would be' so overawed by its
these quasara, some scientists volume that they would know a
now believe yet. millions of great, Almighty God had formed
galaxies exist, each with billions it. ~
of ·stars. The amount of tiern
We at The Christian-Club don't
required to reach them is. un- dislike atheists; we sympathize
'fathoma,gle to t~ human mind.
with them inthatsomeof us were
.'_'.~~. -. t1iicoiif'kDew-~ .truth found . once. atheists or agnostics O11r-":"-'in Psalm 19: I whlch asserts that selves. However, we found out we
"The heavens declare the glory of were-wrong.
"If you would like to know God; the skiesproclaim the work
of His hands." The immensity more, stop by .any Thursday
and beauty of stars coupled with between 12 and 2 PM at room
the vastness of the heavens were 1818 in the 360 building,
created for the explicit purpose of
.Look for future articles in the
being a billboard exclaiming,
Ticker including: .
"There is a God. ,,An astronomer at the Hayden • The Day the Bible' Helped
Planetarium recently said, "I NASA'
know
no
atheists
among • Creation vs. Evolution
professional astronomers." What • Christianity: The Great Escape

Our sun, that colossal. boiling
missions was deemed a corrective children. Parents 'also have the .mass .which daily. furnishes us
measure . that riot only . granted responsibility of introducing their with heat and light ·if hollowed
minority students greater access children to experiences that are out could contain 1.3 million
to college but it also theoretically horizon broadening.
earths. Yet, it is one of the
insured that, virtually, any high
In addition,' when it becomes smallest of the billions of stars in
school graduate 'could attend col- apparent that. a particular the heavens. Over 64 million suns
lege.
teacher, principal, school, or could fit inside one giant star
In actuality, open admissions school board lacks the ability and' called Antares.
has, in the eyes of many people, or- i nclinat io n to teach their
Astronomers
USIng
, become a euphemism for the ad- children, parents have the respon- sophisticated radio telescopes
mission of unqualified minority sibility of removing that which is have detected distant galaxies
students. These people usually ar- detrimental to their chidlrerr's called quasers. Light travels at a
ticulate the position that "open education. For parents to do any
admissions has led to a marked less is to intellectually cripple
decrease in the academic quality their children.
and standards of our college."
But what of the student's
Consequently, their only concern
.~
is the quality of the student as op- responsibility in all this? It seems
that,
at,
the
very
least,
students
posed to the student's ethnicity.,
should be attentive and orderly in
Good.
quite a while. These discussions
The central figure at Jonestown
Before continuirig, it is best to the classroom. Mor e o ver , by Jobn Forde'
u nmistakeably,
the
Headlines screamed "900 Die will really only be of use if others was,
state the assumptions that under- students have. the 'added respon. sibility of working to their fullest
In Guyana Mass Suicide" and
can gain some insight into the "Reverend" Jim Jones.' The
lie this articel:
circumstances. On Thursday, discussion focused on why so
millions of people responded In
I. All qualified students potential. Given the competitive
speechless shock. My first response February l Sth, the Religion and many people would follow him.
should have equall access to milieu that permeates this society,
Culture Program presented a He was not -a figure without
it is of' grave importance that
was to stare at the headline and
C.U.N.Y.
conversation on "Jonestown: An . precedent in history. 'The religion
2. High schools, in many in- students approach any situation, then to read on intently trying to
American(?) Tragedy." It was followed by his cult boiled down
stances are not preparing especially an academic situation rationalize the senseless deaths.
moderated by Professor Thomas to a very simple one. He was their
asthroughly prepared as possible.
In the end, we were left with a
students for college.
.
Frazier of the History Dept., with "messiah." He· would lead his
And all this leads back to 'long list of facts. Jim Jones
3. Corrective measures must
be .taken on the college level square one; the question of open became a household word. .short presentations by Professors followers to "Eden," a place
Michael Plekon (Sociology), where all their troubles would be
and throughout the ENTIRE admissions. Collegs have a vested Everyone knew where Guyana
Wyschogrod forgotten.
interest in the finished' 'product" was, and 'those who followed the Mi ch a e l
public. school system.
and
Jacob
This'fit in very well with the
Now, keep in mind that open that high schoolsgraduate. Con- story could tell the history of the (Phi.losophy),
backgrounds of the members of
admissions is. primarily a correc- sequently, college administrators People's Temple from its roots in Halberstan (Psychology). .
The wide range of specialties this cult. Its' membership was
tive rneasure to eliminate past in- . and educators should bring pres- San Francisco, to its. end in
'among the speakers shows one.· about. 80010; poor-blacks with a.
.
justice, let us approach the ques- sure to bear on the Board of Edu-Guy.ana.
It . was only after the first '. reason why' there is no 'simple long.religioushernage Steeped in
tion. of open admissions
from a cation to uplife thequality .o( the
.
,
it is dispensing.
reaction of. horror. had been' answer to why' Jonestown ()C- promises. of 't>euer .times "and
slightly different. perspective. If educationthat
.
.
There is something innately .. dulled with' timethatpeoplecould • curred. As '~ith anything else, the salvation. 'At first; this promise
. we examine' 'the credentials' of
common: Christian.
many .high. school graduates .one wrong with totally blaming .the try .to runderstand vwhy people event cannot ~_t:~i~e<i.in just .'. came' .
. thing becomes painfully, appar-. victim for having received-a less 'w'ould willingly die 'for' a' one' discipline. It is representative· symbols and language. As
of 'a~' sociologkaltrend; -. it is . descended into ·.···mad~ness,
•er:tt.>The,publichlghschools in the t'han 'a'dequate education..And psych~.tiC.leader.:
..
. 'The People's Temple. suicide historically important and ·a· however, he<;luDg.more~'JJ1ote
metropolitan area are not doing . . therein lies thedilcmriul. Those
. ..•..
"their job: There' is something very persons thatadvocate dissolution .' win· be anacademic football to . classic . example ··of -abnormal ..t~.aMarxistm~t~ity-: ~e.~,-,-·-·~----,-.-~
....
..
,'-.....
-~psyc~OiY·.
.•..
.
.
Coilt~,Oo
p.lO.:
,
of.
the'
open·adiriissionS:polkY
are.
kicked';aroulia~by
the.~.~pms
for
..' ·wrcUHi~~aJ!.:editcati0D8J sisl~
.
. -~:-' (""Tt::5I~' 1:_
.. . - ,..
.
.
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Eden & Brick Walls Jonestown Examined
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Counseling Office Help
/.

student discussed above, is that he
can begin to get some unDirector of Counseling
derstanding' of why he is having
A student enters the Counseling these social difficulties, begin to
Office and proceeds to talk about feel less. helpless' and overhow he is presently unable to whelmed, better able to cope, and
concentrate on his studies, is thus better able' to do his school
afraid he will fail two courses and work.
. only make a "c" in the others ,
Another student comes to the
although up to this semester he Counseling Office complaining
- had a "8" average.
that he does very well in his
At first', the student says that he c1asswork,
understands the
doesn't know why this is, hap- material very well, but freezes
pening but as we
continue
to talk when he·has to take an' exam. As a
'r
.
together it becomes clear that he result, he does poorly on the
is depressed and agitated over his exam.
social life. All of his male friends
Now most of us have exhave girLfriends. He feels left out, perienced some anxiety before
" inadequate, frustrated and has taking a test, but in this instance
begun to obsesss about his the student's poor test persituation. This has severely upset formance is really threatening his
'his
ability
to
function success in college.
academically.
There can be many reasons for
Not all students are affected by this poor performance.' One
their personal difficulties in the likelihood is that the student
same way. However, for many discovers that taking an exam sets
students, the ability to function off anxiety arounsed by painful
academically is seriously impaired personal associations related to
by the emotional difficulties they being tested, and causes his ability
are experiencing.
to think to become partially
What
could
happen,
if paralyzed.
counseling is successful, in the
Hopefully. as we explore

by Jack Scharf

'
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"Tawil
the
Terror"
t
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. Editorial Note:
This is not necessartly the opinion
of the Ticker editorial board
by Joe Sellman & Brian Warman
The accounting class of
Professor Martin Stern was
stunned recently when a faculty
member of the accounting
department interrupted the class
and began threatening a student.
The incident which occurred on
February' 9, began when a
student, who wishes to remain
anonymous, removed a chair
from professor Abraham Tawil's
class to bring it next door to his
already full classroom. According
to other students in Professor
Tawil's class, the student was
denied permission by Professor
Tawil to remove the chair but he
took it anyway. An eyewitness of
the incident in Prof. Tawil
Classroom gives. us this account:
"Professor Tawil was in themiddle of a lesson when the
student began to remove the chair
which Professor Tawil had placed
at the door ror ventilating, purposes. The chair was holding the
door open. Then the student
asked, .. Do you mind if I take
this chair?",' Professor Tawil
responded, "I most certainly
do." The student apparently
thought that meant he could take
the chair so he took - it. Immediately Professor - Tawil rose
from his chair and demanded the
student to return the chair.
Professor. Tawil then told the'
class, "He's got some nerve,
taking >:the, .chr.ir after "I .SaU;J no.
I' .).-.•.:~)- J

J :; -) ~~. ':1 . . : '

He doesn't know me .. if I find him
I'll sit on his head." Not knowing
what happened after class.
however, I do believe that such
actions are not excusable from a
professional such as Professor
Tawil."
Professor Tawil then proceeded
to the student's classroom,
opened the door and began yelling
at the student. Professor Tawil
.began to verbally attack the
student with such remarks as "I'll
sit on your head," and "I f this
person doesn't fail, let me know,
and I'll see to it that he does."
According to students witnessing
the action, what was even more
absurd was that Professor Tawil
in an immature and
u n.pr of'essional manner invited the
<i uden: outside the classroom for
what appeared. to be physical
violence. Administrative sources
report that this was not the first
t irne Professor Tawil has been
involved in an incident of this
son.
Several of Professor Tawil's
students who care to remain
annonyrnous stated that at imes
he has acted irrationally' and
'oddly. He has even' been denoted
"Tawil the Terror" by his
students. Students who are aware
of the' incident feel that such
actions would not be tolerated by
Baruchiansand hope thatappropriate action will be, exercised.
r.:..~~"t.;;~ :"-,~,,, __'

t~ :.::;,-:~ .. t.~•.f·&. ~'i'JI

to feel extra pressures at some
points in one's life and to get a
better handle on what's going on
and to decide what todo about it.
Therefore, if you are having
some questions or difficulties that
. you want to talk over, feel free to
In truth, we all h"ave problems consult with one of the counseling
in living from time to time for psychologists at the Counseling
which We need someone to talk to Office. It is free,. completely
in order to work through to a confidential and appointments
solutien. Sometimes. a close can be made at your convenience
friend or relative to talk to is between 9 and ~, Monday thru
sufficient, but sometimes not. It Friday, at the 360 Park Avenue
-Other - studerusv-hesitate ---to-- -is pan ofevery-dayIiving in this- Building; Room-1735,orcaU725consult a counselor because of the
complex society and quite normal 4458.

together the reasons for this
situation, the -student
will' gain .
.
greater freedom to function in a
manner which will be less
destructive to him and more
fulfilling of his needs.
Many students hesitate to
consult a counselor because they .
wonder if the counselor will truly
be interested in him, understand
him; if he can trust an adult who
sits in an office and is called a .
psychologist or counselor.

out-moded belief that you have to
be "ryuts" to go to someone, or'
"you're supposed to do it all
yourself and notask for help" or,
because "I'd be too ashamed to
tell him what's bothering me."

Student Survey Results
b)" Edward E. Scott II
Jan. 4, the Student Center
Space Allocation Committee
released the results .of a survey
that was mailed near the end of
the Spring 1978 semester. The
survey was mailed to allregistered
st udents attending
Baruch, to
determine how the students of
Baruch would prefer to utilize the
available space in the Student
Center.
Of the over 100 surveys
received, 1202 were found to
contain useable responses. These
surveys were processed' by
computer, and the statistics were
arrived at through the use of chisquare, the type. of statistical
technique appropriate to investigate di ffel'en~~s " bet ween
specified groups.
When the total . number of
respondant s were broken down
into sub-groupings, 52 070 were
male, 46070 female and 2070 did not
'indicate their sex.
Although the majority of the
respondant s were between the
ages of 18 and 24 (75 070), there
were respondants ranging in age
from 17 to 50. Seventy-five
percent of the respondants were
Dav Session students, 200;0 were

Evening Session students. an'15070
were Graduate students. When
sub-divided on the basis of class
standing, 16~0 of those students
responding to 'the survey were,
"freshmen, 22010 were sophmores
28010 . were juniors, 23 070 were
seniors and 9010 were graduate
students. Although all majors
were represented in the survey,
one third- of those students
responding to the survey were
accounting majors and almost
one.. third were management or
marketing majors.
The highlights of the survey
dealt with two policies concerning
the allocating of space in the
Student Center. The policies read'
as Follows:":' - .~, .
".::.";
POLICY
A:
The
limited
assignable room space in the
Student Center should be divided
among as many dubs and
organizations as possible. Since
[ her e
ar e
m0 re
clubs/organizations
than
available rooms this that some
cl u bs/ organizations will not
receive an office.
POLICY B: Available space in
the Student Center should not be
divided among individual clubs
and organizations. Instead mote
study and recreatrional lounges

should be created using these
rooms.
However,
all
cl u bsl or g a niza t ions
should
definitely be provided with
lockable file space, open work
areas, and meeting rooms, as
needing.
When - confronted with "this
issue, Baruch students showed a
solidarity of though regardless of
their status at 'Baruch, and
overwhelmingly preferred Policy
B. According to the survey, males
and females equally preferred
Policy B (86.010 each).
.
In a further examination of
sub-grouping preferences,seniors
and graduate students indicated a
slightly greater preference, for
P.(jlici-y-,·:· A,"""( f7OJo:": ird'-:;: :20010
respectively) as compared to other
class standings (12%). Of those
choosing - Policy A, '52016 'were·
club members and 47010 were .not,
conversely, of t hose choosing
Policy B 33010 were club members
and 67010 were nor.
According to Carl Alvrnan,
Director of Student Center
Operations, the changes are
starting to be implemented
already. These changes include
the addition of another lounge on
the third floor' of .the Student

a

Center. .

Eden & Brick Walls
a psychological' aberration. The
difference between this cult and
others is that these people killed
themselves. Why were all the
normal restraints taken off?
A possible explanation offered
was that "Eden" was coming
aparj at the seams. The Ryan visit
had
uncovered
too
many

The Experience
Cont, from p. 10

.i'~:4,-·~

C'

malcontents for Jones' liking and
he knew it was all over after the
massacre at the airfield.
He was
,.
up against a brick wall which
could not be surmounted.
He chose death, and when the
brain of any organism chooses
death, the organism has no choice
but to follow.
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Posting .of Grades

....

.Cont. from p. 1
booklet:
.
students to that practice. Some
I hereby consent to have my
form such as the following
final (and/or examination)
may be used: ,
grade in the' above course
'I hereby consent to have my .
posted, using my Social
final (and!or examination>.
Security number (or other
grade 'in the above course
identifier used by the
posted, using my Social
college with respect to its
Security number (or other
grade posting practice).
identifier used. by the
Your attention to this matter
college with respect to its
would be appreciated.
grade posting practice).
When asked how the posting of
The use of the above form will . .grades violated students' right to
enable grades to be posted for
privacy, Dean Newhouse said,
those students who have given
"No student knows the Social
their consent. Please do not list
Security number of another
the grades ,with personal
.student, but after hearing roll call
identifiers for students who
few times, you can count down
have not given their consent.
the list and figure out who is
At the end of November 1978,
who."
the following notice was forDean Newhouse continued to
warded by the Office of the Dean
say that the only Line of attack
'to all the Department Chairmen
which would be appropriate in a
in the School of Business and
situation such as this is, "to
Public Administration:
arrange a roster that is listed
Please note and advise all
numerically by Social Security
mem bers of your teaching
number for .posting purposes in
staff that the written consent
addition to the roster that is listed
of a student is required when
alphabetically." But she said it
the student's grades are to be
might not be feasible because,
posted by Social Security
"You'll have two rosters and
number.
. when you have to 'transfer'grad
One possibility you might
from one roster to another t e
consider
is
to
have
each
possibility of error arises."
student give his or her c0!1se~t
Also, Dean Newhouse labeled
for the posting of grades on
the . Spring 79 registration as
the postcard students file to
"Tremendous and terrible" ,
have their grades reported to
because of registration .and finals
their homes.
occuring at rhesame time. The
A second possibility is to have
reason for this is because Baruch
the . following . statement
College must reserveC~rnegie
written 'by each student on the
Hall for Its graduation ceremony
front cover of the examination
every year, but. this reservation

must be made a year in advance.
Therefore, it becomes difficult
during Spring semesters to plan
final
examinations- and
registration because in effect the
Registrar's Office is working'
backwards from 'the graduation
date which has to be set first.
. According to Dean Newhouse;
another reason why the combination of registration and finals
caused added difficulties for
students was because, "They were
taking exams' and registering and
they didn't know whether to
continue with their sequence of
courses." .

a

Dean Newhouse-Dean of Business

-Lecture·NotesCont. from p. 2

-

fill-in where necessary. This
find that notes made in pen are review time will also be critical in
much more legible and durable helping .you remember the class
material when it is fresh' in your
than those in pencil. ..;
It is best to write on the right- mind.
One style of notet ak ing ,
hand pages only: You can then
make your own study, review or developed at Cornell University,
textbook notes on the left-hand has been very helpful tostudents,
On every right-hand page, draw a
pages.
vertical line from top to bottom,
Jot down questions as they 2V2 inches in from the left side. In
occur to you in class and hold class use the large 6 inch column
them for the appropriate on, the right- for recording the
moment. They might be answered lecture material. After class and
or become unimportant in a few during study times, use the
minutes. But if not, you'll want to smaller left-hand column for
have them answered either in class making your own review, notes.
or later.
By marking down the key word,
Be alert to the instructor's tone, idea or fact, it can help you
emphasis or questions. These-may remember what you are st-udying
be clues tothings tbat wiD appear and help you review for exams.
on . an exam., For example, if Some students find it helpful to
Professor. .Smit;h-.,~s,· "·Five .use. a col,?~ ~ ·,mar-keF· ;-or,pen.
imponant reas~ns for the·-treaty . during review "to underline . the
were •.. " or "Remember now . important words or phrases.
. . .", you can be sure those are
Completing
textbook
or
things to be recorded. .
reading assignments before each
Class lectures and textbook class
will
help
minimize
assignments do . not 'always notetaking in class. You will
parallel each other. Your class know whether the material under
notes will reflect the instructor's discussion is in the' text or not.
approach to the topic, but you Your will already have underlined
might find it helpful to make the important ideas in the book,
additional notes from your. so you won't have to duplicate
textbook on. the left-hand page these points when the instructor'
across from your class notes.
. makes' them. Instead - of taking
Design your notetaking system down these same facts .write
so that you have sufficient room . "refer to textbook chapter. "
to record the instructorts o~
Typing or rewriting notes' is
material, your reading. notes. normallya waste of time, if they
AND your review notes on one are legible, accurate and complete
page or two opposite pages.
it is much more productive to
Remember, review your class .spend yOJll,T time reviewing the
'. notes as soon as possible after the notes, reading 'your text and
session has ended. In this way keeping up everyday and every
you'll be able to correct, clarify or week with your studies.

·Wome.n's· Voices

Many Department secretaries
were frustrated because according
to Dean Newhouse, "They didn't
feel it was their job to give out
grades. And it wasn't.".

Dean Newhouse wants her
office to get together with the
Registrar's Office to, H see if we
can comeup with a system."

;

These proposals and provisions
must be discussed furtherbetween
the disciplines involved. 'and
hopefully an adequate measure
will be implemented immediately.

t

When asked if she had any
final speculations,
Dean
Newhouse uttered, "I· still feel.
that if the student got the postcards in to the instructors it would
help. It'll give the student information about his grade. We'll
try to' work out a system of
posting them. I know the-students
were frustrated. "

•

French Without
Homework
.
.
~

CoDt. from p. 3
it is obvious that the teachers could say it in French." There
was obvious pride in her remark.
challenged to keep his or her want the students to succeed.
Speaking exercises often inattention well directed. Speaking
Students in the program spoke
in class -becomes fun and friendly \ valve improvisation and role very highly of !t and said that they
competition and cooperation are ., playing and fun.' This was evident did indeed do very little
nourished.
:. at the recent Baruch Language homework . . . They said they did
The master class is broken up
Festival where Or. Popkin's well with the work, oftenJ'~J!er in _'_.
into smaller groups of 6 to fO
French 1002 class 'performed an French than' in their other
students who work an additional
original skit about an incident on courses. Attendance in the class is
hour with an apprentice teacher in
the French. metro, The students high and students say that they
were confident in their con- enjoy class' very much..
a conversational workshop. Here
students . get intensive practice
versation and were. obviously
All in all' eight 'hours. of
speaking the language with inenjoying themselves. Their
classroom study seems .a small
dividual attention. The apprentice
knowledge of French was good
price for fluency in French.
teachers are' Baruch students, 'enough to help them out of a tight
upperclass people who are usually, spot.
Drv.Popkin is. not applying for
native speakers of French. The
" I forgot my' lines;" said one a- Title III grant to continue the
supportive atmosphere that
of the actors, "but that didn't . Dartmouth . method in French at
started in the master class is
really matter too. much. We all Baruch . and to extend it to
maintained in the workshop 'and
knew what was going on and we Spanish and oter languages.

Constitution

Coot. from p. 6

one provides for an amendment
"the basic ideas and concepts of
Emergency Brigade during the Cont. from p. ::i
time to work in the center. The Great General .Motor Sit-Down Committee. It is basically
process." As a matter of fact, the the constitution are good and
hours that the center is open are Strike in Flint, Michigan in 1937.
designed to finance the budget of new constitution does not forworkable but students have to use
as follows: Monday-lO to 11 :39 The film will beshown from 12 to student government. According
mall)' provide fora' distin~rit. read it, understand it and take
and 6:30 to 8:30; Tuesday-4:30 . 2 . and will be followed bya to Lynn, "without another
amendment process. What it does advantage of it 'and then and-only
to 7:30; Thursday-lO to.2 and presentation, "Women in the referendum; student government .provide for is, an .amending then can it' really benefit them-and
4:30 to 7:30. The Room number is Workforce: Cinderella Doesn't .will still be responsible for the
processby means of referendum'.
the student government; I'm sure
, 2004 and everybody is welcome!
Live Here .Anymore," given by funding of organizations; thus .However passage requi r ements of it will ensure democracyv.no
• • •
Ms. 'Florence Falk-Dickler of the what is needed now, with the... such a: referrendum .are. stric).-r.~ 'matter who is in.power.."
. There 'will be a film shown .W omen,' s
B ureau,.
.
U'
' .S. defeat of Proposi~io'n'13 'i~the According to .the, new' con~, .. '. In its 'over four years of
March-Srh in Room 114 in the .. Department of Labor ~ There will' elections, is another referrendum stitution, "Afterpetition by ~Oojo existence, the current (orsoon to
24th street building, sponsored by also be a panel discussion from ·2 defining a. system foraltocauon- ,of the Day: Session Stude~tbodY, be labeled the "old") coMtitution
the Baruch Women's Committee,. t04.in the Faculty Lounge. Joei . of funds."
.
. the. referrend!Jm shall be -put on has provided' for much discussion
in' . celebration 'o't American. Segall, Presi~nt 'ofBaruch,
. ,Lynn a:rgue~~ "even if ~tudents the'ballot," but win be considered debate and argument over power
Women· At . \\lork.: The 'fil~ is.. Belle Zeller, President of CUNY~s don't .approv'e· of certain clauses
passed' only.if 750/0 of the student and policies. However, the -new
U~ith~i~, a~~ :~nerS$".a '. Professional' Staff ,Congress~ will .' in the constitution,. they can· vote favors it.
..,.'
constitution dOes not Proni~.any
docu~tary' . about _.~ o"~~~t . ,b;:t~ J!1.a!~ ,~kers:~' ; ..
af!len~t· '~" ~e tJK· ~~ )~JHt~~~~~.tl~ 9f.;;AAq~~,.· l~~ .Mler..;aa;.p~ . .tt_
who'
umted' 1llte
·the W~'s"
.....' .. '. . ' . . . . .....
.'.
. constttudonUlllike tbe-. '~ent cern ,00. her. ..f~ce.LYDR·insists, ·lJasis.fordepaocraCy.··
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.A. Close Call

Fashi'on SCene·
Dressinq For Spring
by Debbie Jurek
Though the weather outside is
well below ten degrees and snow
blankets the city, spring semester
has c fficially started at Baruch. It .
will be another six weeks before
winter ends,' but boutiques' and
fashion magazines are, already,
hinting of the wardrobe' for the
coming warmer season.
To begin with, if you're not
handy 'with needle and thread,
you can always use last year's
blousons 'for spring cleaning.
Shapeless and baggy are passe;
the look is totally different.
Definite, clear cut lines and
tapering shapes that define rather
than disguise the figure are in.
Cotton blouses that are buttoneddown or pull-over V-necks will
have careful stitching that trimly
fits from shoulder to waist.
Skirts also are silhouette slim
" with daring slits that go far
i
.,. beyond the kneev For less daring
girls, many of these slits will have
hidden buttons to bring the slit that's sweeping the nation.
down to a more neutral level.
Cotton and terry will once
Slack wearers .will discover again be making their seasonal
tapered and carefully creased comeback. However, this year
straight legs with wide waists and there's a new fabric that brings a
dainty ankle-hugging cuffs that
touch 'of elegance; what wool did
artfully reveal the stilted sandal,
for autumn, linen will be doing
which will be going stronger than
for spring. Stylish suits in varying
ever in Spring.'
shades, from coffee to cream and
Dresses typical of spring will be , ivory linen, wiU consist of pencil
soft and' ultra-feminine, made of" slim skirts and softly constructed
sheer' and' wispy materials. This
jackets. Designers have added
season's 'unique stamp on them is
delicate and friIIy .camisoles
worn
.
.
'pol~a-dots! Big dots, 'tiny dots,
underneath, .and whether the
multi-colored dots and all other
material is chantilly lace, sheer
types of dots are THE pattern
satin or bone-thin suede, they

j

'.

~

. '

.

by Renee Pefry
, During a pedestrian rush-hour
at six thirty on 55th Street I was
mugged, or almost mugged as the
case may be.
I was walking home from
school along Third A venue when
a man appro'ached me with his
hands in his pockets and said very
quietly, "Don't move and listen
to me." My first reaction was that
this was a' ~ 'come-on" from a
salesman or someone asking for a
donation. Little did I know, the
unvolunreered charity would have
been for his own pocket.
He continued, "I have a gun in
my pocket. I don't want to hurt
you-just give me your wallet."
Nervously, I reached in my bag to
get out my wallet and a million
questions raced through my head.
HDid he really have a gun? Would
he actually use it with so many
people arounds What about the
irreplaceable I.D. 's in my wallet?
And what would happen when "he
found out all I had in.it was a one
dollar bill?! "
As I reluctantly handed it over
to him he backed away without
taking it. J don't know why but
perhaps he was afraid, someone
would notice a single female
holding a wallet out to a
somewhat disheveled man with
his hands in a ski jacket,
Thinking maybe he changed his
mind, I walked away only to find

-

provide that unique, trendy look.
Other musts for
spring
shopping lists are cumberband
type belts in macrame, rawhide
and snakeskin; Shirts, skirts,
pants; sweaters and jackets that
positively shout, color (color is
brighter and bolder than ever
before); and perky straw hats that
complete thatchic appearance.
Trimmed, form-fitted, and
tapered are the key words of this
spring's line of fashion. Keep
them in ,mind and you'll have. no
problem selecting your clothes for
the coming season.

"

he caught up with me on the-next
corner. Again he spoke and told
, me to '·'take his arm and keep on
walking." On 'impuise"! dashed
into the Zum Zum coffee.shop on
my left. He followed me in, gave
a long angry look with "how dare
you" in his eyes, then left.
Shaking, I ordered a cup of
coffee and wondered what to do.
I ~thought angrily, How dare he
invade my privacy and ask me to
hand him my 'personal
belongings! Who was he that he
"could ask for my" wallet?! .
Realizing he might be outside
waiting 'for me I was afraid, to
leave. I was also afraid to stay
.because he knew where I was.
While I .was debating how, to
get out of this situation, the most. '
l~ n e x pee ted
New
Y0 r k
phenomenon o c c u r r ed - a
policeman strolled around the
corner, across the street from
where I was sitting. Is that
possible? I thought. A man in
blue when you need him? What a
relief! I dropped down the forty
cents for the coffee, ran out the
back door, caught him. and explained the situation.
Unfortunately, -there wasn't
much he could do except take my
name, the description of the
mugger, and comment, on "the
nerve these guys have.
Next time I'll take a bus.
H

..

~'

IfYOll are readingrth~sad,.
"

-

then others-are reading it.
by Sandy Jacolow
emotionally distraught. Then, the
Agatha Christie one of the mysterious disappearance, "and
greatest sleuth writers of all time, enter Wally Stanton. Mr. Stanton
left her most intriguing mystery (Dustin Hoffrnanjvan American
unsolved, and unfortunately, journalist, is intrigued by Ms.
Kathleen Tynan has tried to solve Christie's disappearance and
it for us in "Agatha."
seeks to find her before the police.
Back in Dec., 1916, Ms.
A charming, witty, relationship
Christie mysteriously vanished develops between the two, as Mr.
for 1I days, and reappeared Stanton falls for Ms. Christie.
under an assumed name at an Vanessa Redgrave sparkles as
elegant resort hotel. With clues Agatha Who is torn between her
that were left, .Ms. Tynan has new romance and a husband she
attempted to recreated what she loves dearly. These scenes add a
felt possibly occured. The only touch of brilliance and comedy to
thing Ms. .Tynan has ac- the story.
complished is a weak, storyline,
But, alas, it's back to the
only saved by superb per- original plot, which, even with its
formances by Vanessa Redgrave, twisted ending; is not nearly close
and Dustin Hoffman.
to anything ever 'associated with
The story unfolds when Col. Agatha Christie. U Agat.ba H has
Christie (Timothy Bottoms) asks her moments, thanks to splendid
for a divorce, and Agatha, who is acting, .bu! as a suspense- thriller
, niiiItY~(f-1Ahy:becomes . it's-not one.
EE.I!!.I!I~i!=I:l======:t:--'
"~"'.-:'
~
~. ~ ,.,.~
,;';' .

Advertise in TICKER so
others can read your ad.
Call725~7620or
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Listenin': Angie's Awakening

---~

I recently had the opportunity
to have my musical, horizons
broadened and to have my
auditory sensations soothed as
well. All of this was accomplished
by'
"p Ia c i n g
AN GEL A
BOFILLIANGIE,. Arista GRP
5000 on my'- turntable. Quite
simply, the lady can sing.
Angela Bofill's debut album
showcases the lady's rather
.immense talents. Her voice is
melodic and soothing. In addition, she has had the good
fortune
to
have 'serious'
musicians on the album with her.
. , Side one of the album opens
with "Under the Moon and Over
theSky,"-asong she wrote (I told
you the lady has talent.) The cut is
quietly exotic ,. and 'Members 'of
Harlem Choral Ensemble weave
a beautiful chant midway through
the composition. "This Time I'll
Be Sweeter" is a selection
Roberta Flack has previously
recorded. Angela's interpretation
of the song is also 'quiet fire.' The
third cut is "Baby I Need Your
Love," another Angela Bofill
composition. In addition to her
captivating voice, Dave Valentin
has a very nice flute solo on the
cur. Side one closes with "Rough
Times," a song written by the
mul-ti-talented Ashford and
Simpson. The cutis slightly up
tempo and Angela handles the
material as 'if-it were her own. The

electric guitar work of Eric Gale is
also noteworthy on this cut.
Side two is, Joyfully, a continuation of the excellence heard
on side one. "The Only Thing I
Would Wish For," once again
serves to showcase Angela on lead
vocals and Dave Valentin on flute
solo. On "Share Your Love"
Angela branches out and-just
'sings like she wants to and better
than
she's supposed
to.'
"Children of The World United"
is the closing cut on the album.

And a fitting close it is. It is, for
want of a better phrase, the
'message cutof the album.' With
Members of the Dance Theatre of
Harlem Choral Ensemble once
again doing: the background
work, and Dave Grusin' on
electric and acoustic piano,
listening to this cut is just like
being in church.
It goes without saying that I
look forward to Angela Bofills
next album, for Angie is truly a
distinctive musical talent.

by Sandy Jacolow
Neil Diamond has proven why . beat will avoid putting Diamond
he has become one of the true pop in a musical rut.
consumates of the 70's on' You
The most distinctive cut on the
Don't Bring Me Flowers. He has album is The Dancing Bumble
come close to' perfecting his Bee/Bumble Boogie. In' a disco
traditional mixture of middle-of- . vein it is quite effective as it shows
the-road ballads, and spirited Diamond's versatility. The string
. rockers.
arrangements by Alan Lindgrad
Diamond who has had a long are lavish without being overstring of hits, seems to be like a done.
, Diamond Girls and You 've Got
rare wine: as he gets older, he
keeps getting better. The sound Your Troubles are both strong
on "You Don't Bring Me driving tunes, with well timed
Flowers" is tile tightest and best crescendos. "Diamond Girls" has.
arranged sound to date for Mr. an extremely infectious beat, and
is a strong possibility Jar a single.
Diamond.
On the softer- side, Say Maybe
A Seattle disc-jockey mixed
SOlo versions of. You Don't Bring and Remember Me are stylishly
Me Flowers by Neil Diamond and well-written adult coruemporary"
Barbra Streisand, and the result numbers. B'oth songs have exwas the platinum smash single. ceptional lyrics which have a
, The duet, which has become warm-ing effect to them:
extremely popular over the past
The original title of the album
few years, was the little extra was HThe American Popular
needed to bring out the ex- Song" which would have been
ceptional lyrics of the song.
very appropriate,
a.s
Mr.
The follow-up single is Forever Diamond has truly crated quite a:
. in Blue Jeans. It's a logical choice few popular songs oil You Don't
as it's bright, smooth flowing Bring Me Flowers.
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Diamond Shines
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by Ronni, Priest
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.'Elvis '(:ostello and lyrics have
This formula is then. reversed,
al ways been-linked roget her Ii ke a. later in the record, on a song enmysterious movie is; with death, titled TWQ Little Hitters. Here
and cyanide. Sure his lyrics were Elvis uses a universal symb-ol such
killers, but they were often far as Hitler, to drive home a point
below the surface, where it was about personal relationships. As a
hard to bring the evidence to relationship dissolves, Elvis sees it
light. On his latest album, Armed as just a game between
' ..
Forces; Elvis brings his words to
Two tittle Hillers who fight if
the surface like a piranha during a
out until
feeding-and they attack with theOne little Hiller does the other
same force.
one's will.
On his first two. albums, Mr.
-TWO LITTLE HITLERSCostello's anger was directed
by Elvis Costello
. --'--P r..e do m i.n.ar.el y .- - .a-t·
th.e
Any Elvi-s Costello fan-who-has- . ----....;-....;-----...;.-------------~---
disillusionment that occurs in lived through, and ·identified with
Student Center Program Board
male/female relationships. On Elvis' progression on his first
Armed Forces his ange.r is three albums, cannot help but
directed more towards the look forward (0 his next album.
disillusionment with our political Elvis has confessed to having only
You arecordially invited to come
world, Remaining true to form, two
emotions-guilt
and
the Student Center Program Board.. at an
however, Elvis continues to strike revenge-but by choosing Nick
out from a personal stance. Songs Lowe's "(Whats So Funny 'Bout) ,
open housemeeting,
such a's Senior Service, Oliver's P ea c e ,
L a v e, . and
U'n.We are interested in having people
Army, Green Shirt, and Goon derstanding;" to end this album,
participate .inall types of.committees.
Squad, work because, they are he is setting the stage 'for anew
always seen through the eyes of angle on his future albums. In,one
Refreshments will be served
the' victim. In Goon Squad, we of his best vocal performances
Wednesday, February 28, 1979
have a young boy who joined the ever, Elvis delivers this last song.
army because he believed in all ,With bitterness in his voice, but
.Student Center 22ndSt. Room 302
the posters that proclaim. the , not satire. Elvis finally confesses
A
4:00
. . benifits of joining: 'Once he has to what we've known all along,
joined, however, reality strikes for all' his anger, and all the pain
Student 'Center Program Board
-him, as' he writes home .to his he's seen, Elvis is still a romantic.
mother and father:'
1----.presents a
'.J could be acorporal into cor"First
Party
poral punishment
.
I
Or the general manager of a
.' '. on the First"" .
large establishment
DISCO
DJ
They pat some good-byes on'
Expel II,
_ protee
the back,
AIir IUIIJect.
Refreshments
They put some to' the rod _
F"
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Question: Did you vote in the student govt, elections? Why or Why not?

#3 Raul Hessing
"I did not vote because
basically all of the candidates
represent the same ideals and at
.
the end of the term each WIll
receive the same criticism and
praise."

#2 Glen Ramemauskus:
"1 feel that it is a students
responsibility to participate in the
student government."

#4Sanly Eg
, .. I voted because I had .nothing
better to do."

~
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Horoscope
bl Maria Marrone

Aries (March 21-April 19) Keep a
tight. grip on emotions. A
misunderstanding may develop
into-an argument.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) You
find yourself coming into a huge
sum of money. Distribute. it
wisely.
Gemini '(May 21-J une 21)
Romance comes into your life in
the form of. a stranger. Patience is
the key.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Higher
ups are giving you a hard time.
Avoid flareups; bite your tongue.
Leo (July 23-August 22) Young
children make you feel extremely
happy at this time. They tend to
take away worries.
-.
-

.

Scorpio (October 23-November
. 21) You suddenly feel the need for
solitude. Take this time to relax.

Ticker's

Sagittarius
(November
22December 21) A loved one. your
mate, devotes much time to
satisfy your every need. Hang out
and enjoy the ride!

next

Capricorn (December 22-January
19) A new romance stimulates the
body and soul. Excitement is
overwhelming!

Deadline

Virgo (August 23-Septem ber 22) Aquarius (January 20-February
Social invitations may be -few this 18) Some may be thinking about
week. Don't fret, things will pick traveling. Due to the weather
conditions, departures are late.
up.
-Libra (September 23-0ctober 22)
Time is very precious to you.
Using.a schedule may make things
a lot easier.

March 6

Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Steady involvements with close
. friends tend to be unrewarding.
Give yourself a chance to breathe!
-"
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by Ronald WhitQ

#1 Kevin Hanna
"I voted because I' felt that
there were very capable candidates running."
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Public Notices

Eddie my love,
You're the greatest and I will
definitely be' back for you. I'll be
looking . forward .Lo our. future
together. You better write me
every week, or else. . ;
Love you now "and always,
DianeXoxox

Typing, Typing, Typing
Dissertations, , theses, papers,
resume~, , manuscripts, etc. efficiently, neatlyvexpert work IBM
Selectric Call: Janet at '254-4197
(212)
Baseball Card and, Sports
Collectible Convention. 'Saturday-March 3,1979 - 9 A.M. to 9
P. M. Sunday-March 4, 1979 - 9
A.M. to 5P.M. at the GOLDEN
GATE MOTOR IN-J867 Shore
Parkway
(exit 9 on .
the.Belt
Parkway) Brooklyn, N.Y. Admission - $2.00 or $ 1.50 with this
Ad All Proceeds t'O Deborah
Hospital.

Dear Burgular, .
I hope that -the next time you
turn on that beautiful Panasonic
radio you stole from our office, it
explodes in yourstupid face!
P .S. if you have anything to say
about 'the classified, see me and I
will take care of you personally! .
Keith

-

Day.

Friday. Friday

Date

March 2 March 23 March 29

April 5

Film

Walking Walking Walking
Tall
Tall Pt. 2 Tall Final
Chapter

All The
President's
Men

. Times
Showing

Land
3"

Place
and
Room

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE

H~S LOWEST STEREO .

PRICE

Friday Thursday .

1 and

1 and
3

3

,>

12and
2

24th St. Bldg. Room 114

Dear Gladys,
I want to take this opportunity
Bank Teller Positions
to tell you that Valentines Day 79
Permanent-Part-Time
was the best day of my life! You
Open To All Students
want to know why? Because
If you are free on Fridays, PLUS
Mondays or Thursdays, OR if· that's the day you became my
girl!
you . have Fridays· free PLUS
P.S. I'm madly in love with you
. hours from 9 a.m. to 12noon.OR .
honey!
from 12 noon to 3 p.m. orrany
Keith
other days, AND1f you are Good
at figures, that is, Addition, SubWould the person who ca,m~ into
traction, Multiplication, Divithe Helpline Office on Thursday,
sion, Percentages,. Fractions and
Feb. 15, who borrowed a yellow
Decimals, CALL THE PLACEpen kindly" return it. It has a
MENTOFFICE, Room 1711,,360
special value to the owner.
Park Avenue S~, at 725-3062 for
·Maria
an appointment with Mrs.
Mamlet ,
Dear Jocel yn:
These are permanent positions :. There are .knights and horses at
which you can· hold until, you
the Los Angeles County Museum
graduate if you maintain acceptoo.
,- Love, CA
table hours . .If you qualify within
the next month youcan be in a
PAID. TRAINJNg ..:PROG,AAM.
Apartment listing·a-nd-roornmates.
for 'the five weekdays of Spring
wanted. Bringany information to
Vacation from April 9 through
Baruch Helpline, Rm. 5 16, 26th
April 13.
Street.
These
positions
will
be
Thank you,
available on a continuing basis
for the remainder of the semester,
To RAMthe summer and beyond.
-Sweet Dreams.
The salary at the present time is
-You've got my number
$3.75 an hour.
.
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Personals

Walter
Where and what were you
, ., Green Eyes,
doing the night of Tuesday, Jan.
You are a great friend & I'll . 9?
never forget the memories of the
John
good times! Love, .
Blue Eyes
JP .S. I hope when you come to
Why don't we play my game,
Puerto Rico we will have a- good
then we'll both know where each
time, just like Florida!
one stands.
Naive
Donna,
Remember the good and bad
Sewing Circle,
times we have been through as
I'll bet you'll miss me (only
friends, remember Great Adkiddingj l I'll
definitely keep in
,
ventures and all the rock fi&hts of
touch with all of ya's? Love,
the past. But most of all
Diane
remember me as your friend!
. Love ya,
Sis Diane It was nice speaking with you' in
the cafeteria . rIt would be nicer'
meeting you in a more romantic
Mary-Ann
,
place.
You are cute. llike your nails.
Miles
John

'.

.

,

,-

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 2 AT THESE SELECT THEATERS
2Oth<:ENTURY'- FOX WELCOMES
MANHATTAN'S NEWEST LUXURYRE~D~'S, .

BARUCH CQLLEGE
VETERANS ASSOCIATION
, (BCVA)·.
MEETING
THURSDAY MARCH· I,
12:15
-Room
1701 -360 PAS.
.
.
.. REFRESHMENTS WILL j3E SERVED .
3
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NASSAU QUAD

" Nassau Man levittown

3585' Hempstead Tutnpike
(516) 731-5400
.

. ._

IIIIiiiiII

~tIi. Sf. 683~025S
Near 2nd Ayenue

- - - - - - . NEW J~RSEY

. ,GENERAL

CINEMA'S

. 'GENER4l

CENTRAL'PLAZA .
CINEMA
.

CINEMA'S .

MENLO PARK
CIN,EM~·

.

. 2630 Central Park Avenue

..

Route 1 at Parsonage ROM
·Edison·
'.
(201) ~9-6767-',,.'

Yonkers

. (914)793-3232
.

34th STREET EAST '

Broadway
582-5070,

N A S S A U - · - WESTCHESTER - . -

~

·:·

LOEWS STATE I

THEATRE

LoEws
NEW YORK TWIN
2nd Avenue at 66ifi'Street . 744~7339 .

.. Aoute4.
.. Paramus-'
. ,(201~487·~909.
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Carter's' U.S,.O.C.'Bill
After, a worrisome journey
through the United States House
of Representatives, a bill designed
to reorganize the United States
Olympic Committee has become
law.
The bill. entitled the Amateur
Sports Act of 1978, was signed by
President Carter on November 8
of 1978.' The Congress had
passed the legislation after a series
of
dramatic
developments
threatened its enactment shortly
before Congress' year-end adjournment in mid-October. The act amends the law under
which the USOC is chartered by
the federal government, according to· David Maggard,
chairman of the NCAA's International Relations Committee.
.

~

Archery

..

....

ne·T.cker;<,:~·";,,-·<···

by Ernest Fagan, Jr.
run into foul trouble. It's depth
In a few days, Baruch and all allows the squad to travel with as
the other senior CUNY colleges few as nine men. When needed,
will begin vying for the coveted 'the bench takes up where the
~UNY
championship.
The starters leave off.
CUNY tournament, starting on
Coach Julie Levine gets praise
Feb. 20 with the opening round from his players. Says -rookie
and ending Feb. 26 with the" Dudley, ··Coach Levi ne st resses
championship game, features -all discipline and concentration. and
ten colleges in a round-robin gets along with the players. His
format.
methods are excellent foa a first
The Baruch Statesmen finished year college coach, and the
witha 6-12 regular season record, players share ill his enthusiasm."
but that is not a true indicator
However, the Statesmen were
of their talents. Of their twelve unable £0 get it all together. With
losses, many were close enough to the graduation of Vega and
have gone Baruch's way. Only Postler, the team loses two
against Colby and Adelphi was experienced plavers.
What hurts,
.
the team unable to get untracked. Baruch more is the absence of a
The season's best game was a 27 big, dominating center. During
The USOC originally had
point ~emolition of Medgar the season, the absence of a consought $30 million to carry out
Evers'. Even prestigious NYU sistent rebounder and big play center
the reorganization, but the House
succumbed to Baruch's fast may have cost the team a few
of Representatives eliminated the
break, losing by an embarrassing games. Lack of a winning attitude
funds on the dav before ad18 points.
and concentration on the court
journment. - Ho~e\~er, Sen.' Ted
The team has many stars who also took its toll.
Stevens (R-Alaska) on the
come together to play. Rookies
Nevertheless, t he players
following day attached $16
Charles Dudlev and Larrv remain optimistic for the playoffs
Blakeney contributed 11.1 and next year. One player' predicts million, primarily to and in the
reorganization, toan.omnibus
8.3 scoring averages respectively Baruch can gain at least a semicontinuing resolution (a device by
to balance out the steady efforts final berth. Last year, City
which programs are funded even
of seniors Maurice Vega (10.1)' College was the CUNY champ,
though Congress has not comand Steve Postler (14.2), junior but graduations decimated their
pleted work on. the enabling
Steve Horton (6.2) rounds out the team. Now, Staten Island appears
legislation), which was approved
starters. Dudley and Blakeney to be. the favorite after a first
.by both the House and the Senate
were
voted tovthe CUNY·
All- place regular season finish.
.
.
Basketball . at Baruch looks
Rookie team, and Dudley also
claimed CUNY Rookie of the good in the future. The team is
. getting. the ·'feef" of playing with'
Yearhonors.
- As all Baruchians know, one
The Statesmen's biggest asset is each other, and all players will be
teamwork. Maurice Vega leads a returning except tWO. This season class of physical education is
strong fast break. The players are was a "rebuildin~" vear , and required. Instead of choosing the
height is the' only ingredient com mo n p Iace s port s Iike
unselfish,and hustle.
Baruch's bench keeps the team needed for Baruch to emerge as a basketball or swimming, why not
go for a more exclusive art like
in close games when the starters serious threat.
archery?
The Archery Technique course,
a one credit gym class, is an inPROPOSED TOURNAMENTS FOR THE SPRING
troduction to one. of man's oldest
SEMESTER 1979
.
sports ... Tackle, the name given'
Closing Date Starting-Date
f-·T6URN-AMENTS
to the equipment used, is
Feb
13
Feb
15
Tennis-Men's Singles
provided free along with the
Foul Shooting-Men's &
bows, targets; and arrow~. The
only expense is the required text,
Feb 22
Feb 22
Women's
....:'
which sells under two dollars. The
Feb 15
Feb 14
Doubles
Table Tennis
.
.
course is taught by Helen Belden.
Mar 1·
. Swimming-Men's & Women's Feb 28
Mrs. Belden's enthusiastic
Indoor Track l\1ed-Men's &
approach in teaching the class
Mar8
Mar 1
Women's
rubs off on the students. One can
Mar 15
Mar9
Coed Volle~'ball
come in with a negative attitude
&.
10
Miie.
Run-Men's
(which many do), and leave- with
. Mar24
Mar~24
Women's
at least an extrinsic liking towards
Apr5
Mar
30
Disco Dance Contest
the sport. Safety is important in
TBA·
Mar 1
Coed Touch Football
. this class, for fatalities can occur.
Apr 19
Tug-O':'War Men's & Women's Apr 18
Mrs. Belden emphasizes the use
of time by wasting as little as
Apr 26
Badminton-Mens & Women's . Apr 25
possible.: After
mandatory 5
Mar 15
·TBA
Soccer
minute exercise session the class
Super Star Contest Men's & .
begins actual shooting. Archers
May3
Apr 27
Women's
will be trained· to shoot at targets
Outdoor Track Meet Men's &
from 30, 40, and 50 feet, and your
May 10
May 10
Women's
final grade will be determined by
TBA
Mar 30
Miss Baruch Contest
this standard.
TBA
Mar 30
Wrestling
The class can be enjoyable-and
a lot of fun if one approaches it
In order to participate in any of. the above tournaments you must . with the proper attitude, It more
file an entry form on or before the closing date that is indicated for than a primary interest is stirred
each individual event, The closing dale is the last date that one may upon completion of the course,
enter a tournamnent. The starting date is the date that the tourna- the Archery Club, which engages
.
rnent will actually begin. Entry forms are av.ailable in the" office of .
In intercollegiate shoots, have
RECREATION .& INTRAMURALS, Room 610 A,.'-23rd St. plenty of openings available.
Building. Telephone #725-7197.
. For more information, see Mrs.
~

\

.'

and signedby President Carter.
Central to the reorganization
are changes in the USOCcharter
designed to make the memb~rship
of that body more democratic and
responsive to the public interests,
Maggard said. Criteria have been
established for recognizing the
national governing bodies for
particular sports. which include
the stipulations that NGBs .be·
self-incorporated
and
autonomous in governing their
sports; open their respective
memberships to all individuals
and organizations' active. in the
sport; and provide. for direct
reasonable representation on their
governing boards for major
domestic organizations conducting competitions or programs
in the sport. '
.
An NGB cannot bea member
of more than one· international
sports federation which governs a
Pan American or Olympic sport,
according to the new USOC
charter.
The process for challenging an
NGB by use of private arbitration
also is outlined. The United States
Wrestling Federation took advantage of such a procedure
earlier this -year in gaining- NGB
status from the Amateur Athletic
Union in the sport' of wrestling. In
addition, the USOC is required to
maintain a procedure by which·

complaints against an NGB may
be heard; decisions of the USOC
upon such complaints are subject
to review in arbitration.
The new charter will not. infringe upon the school-college.
.community's domestic. competitions, although h will
strengthen the USOC's starusas
the. central corordinating agency
for the nation's amateur sports
groups in Olympic and. -Pan .
American. Games competition,
Maggard said. .
"The House of Representatives
wisely amended the Senate
version of-the bill to make it clear
that U~OC's power ofcoor~
dination is confined-to' matters
directly related to' international
competition only, "
Maggard
said.
"The
House
also
strengthened the statement in the
bill concerning the jurisdiction of
organizations in the' schoolcollege community by including a
proviso that those organizations
were to have exclusive jurisdiction
over their respective competitions. "
The federal government will
not control amateur athletics as a
result of the new law, Maggard
said. Non-Olympic or Pan
American
sports-such
as
football and golf-are not
covered by the new USOC
charter.

.. Dis~CoDte$tThe Baruch .College Spring.
Disco Dance Contest will be held
in 4 North on Thursday, April 5.
There will be two categories to
this competition: Freestyle and
Hustle. Both partners must be
Baruch College students and a
cassette of the music that. they
wish {o perform to should be
brought to the Recreation Office,
Room 610 A-23 St. Disco trophies
will be awarded as prizes,

BelowIs a list of all of the
tournaments. for - -the Spring
Semester. New' tournaments
include Wrestling, Coed Touch
Football and an Indoor Track'
Meet at the Armory,
All entries are made in Room
610 A ~3 St. For further information you can contact Bonnie
Oberman or Tom Cracovia at
725-7197.
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